Helenius training with world champion Wilder
Helenius also reveals that the contract for his next match is signed
Robert Helenius is heading to the US to train with world champion Deontay Wilder. The two-week training camp will take place in Wilder’s
home town of Tuscaloosa in Alabama. Coach Johan Lindström is also travelling with Helenius.
“Wilder’s team got in touch to say they wanted us there to get some good sparring in at the climax of his training camp. I don’t really want
to travel so far to train but this is ideal training for me too,” says Robert Helenius.
Helenius has previously been on training camps with top fighters such as Anthony Joshua, Wladimir Klitschko, Tyson Fury and Alexander
Povetkin. Now he can also check Deontay Wilder off on his list of training partners.
Helenius believes that the invitation is also an opportunity for the American team to study Helenius's style as a boxer.
“They certainly want to scout how I fight ahead of a possible future meeting. But I see the same advantages for myself,” says Helenius.
“The more angles I get to see in boxing, the better it is. Wilder has his own unique style so that's why this training is so good for me,” adds
Helenius.
Signed contract

Helenius also reveals that the contract for his next match is signed but he will not yet say who he is meeting or when the fight will happen.
“He is a higher ranked boxer than me and the fight will not be in Finland – but more than that I can not say at this stage,” says Robert
Helenius.

News page: https://www.paf.com/en/betting/helenius-training-with-wilder
Link to Helenius video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgQBLBTu21o
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